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Frequently Asked Questions

Q.   With all the cleaners on the market, why should I switch to KLEEN-UP?

A. Unlike other cleaners, KLEEN-UP is a daily cleaner used in a mop bucket or automatic 
scrubber at only 1 oz. per gallon cold water. It will leave behind a protective film that will 
increase the shine of the floor or floor finish. The protective film will also trap dirt from 
getting into the floor or floor finish helping eliminate the need for future stripping. 
KLEEN-UP is designed so that the dirt separates in the water giving you constant clean 
water to mop on your floor.

Q.   How often should I use KLEEN-UP? 

A. KLEEN-UP is designed to be the only cleaner you will need for mopping, automatic 
scrubbing and restoring if and when necessary.

Q.    When I use KLEEN-UP for the first time how do I know if it will remove ground-in dirt     
        so I don’t have to strip the floor?

A. To evaluate how KLEEN-UP will work for you. Fill an empty quart bottle 3/4 with cold 
water, be sure bottle is labeled Zing KLEEN-UP. Add 4 oz. Zing KLEEN-UP to bottle.

       Adjust sprayer to a mist and spray an area of the floor you want to restore. Allow  
       chemical to sit 2-3 minutes and using the center of a standard black strip pad rub area
       you applied KLEEN-UP. Pick an area that is out of the way. The KLEEN-UP will pull         
       dirt from the finish. 90% of all situations can be fixed with KLEEN-UP without having to 
       strip the floor. 

Q.  We strip our floors annually. If we start using KLEEN-UP can we stop stripping our floors. 

A.  As long as you have a solid, clean base and you maintain the floor with KLEEN-UP you 
     should not have to strip your floors.

Q. What is the best floor pad to use with KLEEN-UP?

A. Until recently we exclusively recommended a medium grade hair pad for automatic 
scrubbers. They still work great. We have been working with great results the Blue 
Blend Burnish Pad by Americo. If you plan on restoring your floor then use the Blue 
Blend Burnish pad or Standard Black Strip Pad.
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Q. What happens if I use KLEEN-UP with hot water? 

A. Use of hot water with any cleaner can soften the finish that is present on the floor. This      
can cause the finish to wear easily and to dull the shine.

Q.   What are the best way to clean the edges. 

A. Use Zing KLEEN-UP. Fill an empty quart spray bottle labeled Zing KLEEN-UP 3/4 full 
with cold water. Add 4 oz. KLEEN-UP to fill the bottle. Spray KLEEN-UP along the edge 
and allow to sit 2-3 minutes then run low-speed side to side machine equipped with 
standard black strip pad. Most floor machines run counter-clockwise so walk machine 
backwards along the edge so you can add pressure as you clean. If floor machine is not 
available, use a doodlebug with a standard black strip pad to scrub edges.

Q. How do I eliminate powdering when burnishing?

A. Each time you use Zing KLEEN-UP you are applying a protective film (Synchro-brite) 
that will protect and shine your floor. If you burnish after cleaning with KLEEN-UP you 
will get no powdering since you are burnishing the protected film that doesn’t powder.

       If burnishing is done at a different time then fill an empty quart spray bottle labeled Zing 
       KLEEN-UP 3/4 full with cold water. Add 4 oz. KLEEN-UP to fill the bottle. Spray 
       KLEEN-UP very 12 -15 steps as you walk machine forward. Use High Speed Burnisher
       Equipped with Medium Grade Hair Pad or Americo Blue Blend Burnish pad.

Q. How far does a gallon of Zing Floor Finish cover?

A. One gallon Zing First Impression Coating or Zing Ultra Reflections Floor Finish will 
cover 2,000 sq. ft. Per gallon being applied with a string mop, 2,500 sq. ft. When applied

       With a microfiber flat mop and 5,000 sq. ft. When diluted 50/50 with water.

Q. Is it necessary to burnish Zing KLEEN-UP to produce a shine?

A. No. The protective film (Synchro-brite) that is left behind when cleaning automatically 
shines and protects. Burnishing will remove any scuffs or scratches and will increase 
the shine even more.

Q. I use KLEEN-UP daily to wash my floors, besides cleaning it leaves a great shine. We 
     are about to add another coat of finish to the floor. How should I use the KLEEN-UP?

A. Follow the Spray Clean Method. Fill empty quart spray bottle labels KLEEN-UP and fill     
3/4 with cold water and add 4 oz. KLEEN-UP. Use Americo Blue Blend Burnish pad 
or Standard Black Strip pad on a high speed burnisher and spray KLEEN-UP 2 sprays 
every 2 steps you walk forward. You will remove dead finish and dirt and leave the floor 
ready for floor finish application.



Q. How can I repair my floor or clean my floor before re-coating if I don’t have a high speed    
     burnisher?

A. Use low speed side to side machine or automatic scrubber equipped with Americo 
Blue Blend Burnish pad or Standard Black Strip pad. Dilute 6 oz. Zing KLEEN-UP 
per gallon of cold water in a mop bucket or automatic scrubber. If using scrubber, 
follow double scrub method  to clean floor. Rinse with Zing KLEEN-UP measured 1 
oz. per gallon cold water. Apply floor finish coats until desired result.

Q. Why do I need to spray clean my floor before applying finish?

A. Even if you wash your floor daily. Spray cleaning with KLEEN-UP will remove any dead 
finish on top and any dirt that may have penetrated into the finish. If you skip spray 
cleaning first, you will cover over any dirt that may be present. Keep this up and you 
eventually may need to strip your floor.


